Lessons Learned from the APPLIED INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE INTENSIVE
LEAD TRAINING CENTRE, CHATEAU DU GRAND PERRAY, FRANCE
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STUDENT QUOTES
“I learnt context and how the value chain can integrate with maps, matrices and
models plus how you decompose and compose all this into different objects.”
Hannah Taylor
“I learnt a different way of thinking from being around industry professionals. I
learnt how to use maps, matrices and models to be able to understand a business.
This new skillset has changed my mindset on how to view things.”
Tom Newcomen
“It [Business Architecture] is such an important skill for organisations, and I now
have the confidence to take this forward. I can see organisations increasing in the
need for Business Architecture. What I have can bring value to a company and
make me a valuable asset.”
Harry Hunter
“This Industry week consolidated my thinking and made me understand how
effective I can be in decomposition. The substitution principles allows me to work
with lower level concepts that can automatically lead me to higher level
concepts.”
Omar Smith
“This area [Business Architecture] is where I want to work whether it’s as a
business analyst, architect or other associated roles. I have that ability now with
this certification!”
Dan Sanderson
“I learnt how to work with reference content to address forces in a specific industry, and I can now converse with senior level management through what I have
been taught.”
Amy Leake
“I learnt how to connect the business model to the value chain. This certification is
proof that I can now architect a business, and I can articulate this to organisations.”
Joe Gilbert

